Boise Valley Adventist School Student Dress Code 2013-2014
Boise Valley is committed to reflecting Christ’s character instead of drawing attention to
ourselves. For this reason, our dress code reflects simplicity and modesty.
• All students are required to wear a polo shirt with a collar. Long or short sleeve polos can
be striped, solid, or patterned. Logos or emblems must be confined to a 1” square area. No
text or graphics.
• Plain (no graphics or text), solid colored, long or short sleeved shirts may be worn
underneath polo shirts for warmth when needed.
• Jeans, pants or slacks must be neat, clean and well fitted. (No sweat pants, lounge wear
or athletic pants/shorts in the classroom). “Skinny jeans” or jeans that appear to be skin
tight, pants with holes, or pants that fall below the waist line will not be allowed. Leggings
are not to be worn as pants only, but are allowed under dresses, skirts, or shorts.
• Jewelry and conspicuous facial cosmetics are not acceptable.
• Hair should be neat, clean, and well-kept without extremes in hairstyles. Boys’ hair must
be above the eyebrows, no longer than to the earlobes and no longer than collar length in
the back.
• Dress, shorts, and skirt length is to be no shorter than 2” above the knee.
• Midriffs and undergarments are to be covered at all times.
• All hats (baseball, beanies, sport head bands, hoodies, etc.) are not to be worn inside the
classroom.
• Closed toe shoes are required for outdoor play to help prevent injuries. Flip-flops and
skate shoes (shoes with wheels in the heel) are not acceptable footwear for school, inside or
outside.
• Outerwear including coats, jacket, sweaters, and hoodies should be free of graphics,
words or logos. Logos must be confined to a 3” square area.
• Final interpretation of the dress code will be left to the discretion of the faculty. The dress
code is in effect at all school functions.

Dress code violations will be addressed in the following ways:
• The parent will be contacted to pick up their child or provide appropriate clothing.
• If a student arrives at school not wearing a polo shirt, one will be provided and a $5.00
charge will added to the parents’ bill.

